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NEW RELEASES NO. 22 – 2020 
             
Lucidvox: We Are 
GBCD 99 / € 10,45 / 4030433609927 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Russia – Folk-Rock 
GBLP 99 / € 13,45 / 4030433609910 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / Russia – Folk-Rock 

Firmly established as an influential voice in the burgeoning Russian DIY rock scene, Lucidvox’s incendiary 
mixture of atmospheric psych-rock, heavy riffs and Russian folk mystery has already gained them both critical 
attention and audience loyalty outside of their hometown of Moscow. We Are is their first international album 
release and the next element in their rapid rise. Both the album, and the ongoing trajectory of this powerful 
band, are linked to the search for identity: as a person, as a musician, as a member of a tightly knit group of 
creative women. With an album as uncompromising and exhilarating as this, Lucidvox’s place in the world is 
only going to get bigger and bigger.  Listen to a track. 

             
Derya Türkan & Sokratis Sinopoulos: Soundplaces 
2GN 12 / € 9,45 / 0745125354002 / label: Seyir Müzik / format: CD / Turkey-Greece – Traditional 

Derya Turkan and Sokratis Sinopoulos have been the most influential Istanbul kemencesi or Politiki lyra 
performers for almost three decades now. Together, they have recorded two albums as part of their Letter 
from Istanbul project, and individually they have performed significant concerts and recordings as leaders or 
in collaboration with prominent international musicians in a variety of musical styles from classical to 
contemporary improvisation. They share a longtime friendship which started when they met in their late teens 
and they have since become pioneers in collaborations between Greek and Turkish musicians exploring the 
common ground between these two cultures.  

             
Stracho Temelkovski: The Sound Braka 
MDC 24 / € 10,95 / 5051083156462 / label: MDC / format: CD / North Macedonia – Fusion 

Multi-instrumentalist of Macedonian origin, Stracho Temelkovski has inherited the taste for bewitching 
sounds, traditional rhythms and fervour emanating from the musical groups of this region. His musical 
influences are reflected in a blend of jazz with Balkan sounds, combining urban sounds with traditional Latin 
and Eastern music. On the occasion of a meeting with renowned French jazz musicians Jean-Charles 
Richard (saxophone), Jean-François Baez(accordion), Francois Thuillier(tuba), and Antony Gatta 
(percussion), Stracho Temelkovski creates The Sound Braka. This variable-geometry formation, ranging from 
solo to octet, then became an album skillfully blending jazz and world influences. Teaser. 

             
Marco Mezquida: Talisman 
VRMM 902 / € 9,95 / 8436567298512 / label: Marco Mezquida / format: CD / Spain – Fusion 

Few musicians can, at 33, show a record of 23 albums as a solo artist, and 45 as a sideman. In the case of 
the pianist and composer Marco Mezquida, all this has meant the sowing that led to this harvest: the eleven 
songs that shape 'Talisman', his most personal work to date. An album that, as its name suggests stands for 
a sort of amulet in which different eras, styles and sounds converge, making it a fetish and a providential 
catalyst for Iberian music. Like an alchemist, Marco Mezquida integrates into his potion of sounds the spirit 
of Masters of the Iberian  Classical music such  as Granados, Turina or Albeniz, that of the romantics Liszt, 
Chopin or Ravel, and builds bridges with popular and folk music through references as Eliseo Parra or 
Coetus, or with the contemporary and sophisticated of a giant like Keith Jarrett. Teaser. 

             
Anfiguri: Anfiguri 
OCA 42 / € 9,45 / 0767870978395 / label: Ocarina / format: CD / Portugal – Popular 

Music project “Anfiguri” brings new life into the feminine vocal harmonies of Portuguese musical tradition. 
Depicting contradictory images through the playful use of words, seeking to defy reason and arouse the 
imagination, is the motto of the new Portuguese music project entitled “Anfiguri”, with concept, arrangements 
and production by Eduardo Paes Mamede. This project includes 10 themes, eight of which are originals and 
two are traditional Portuguese songs with new arrangements. Carlos Guerreiro and Amélia Muge also 
participated as authors in this journey throughout the “Anfiguri” universe. These two musicians accepted the 
challenge of writing lyrics for 4 songs, in a “purposely unintelligible speech, of a burlesque or parodic nature”, 
rooted in the author's intention to create a “work with a confusing or obscure meaning. Listen to a track. 

 
 

https://youtu.be/i69TADvli_c
https://youtu.be/KBgxvZkD8Vo
https://youtu.be/dVAL_2eVaHo
https://youtu.be/ovUPF-0wtfE
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Margarida Guerreiro: Cortar A Direito 
MALCD 5 / € 9,45 / 0745125098708 / label: Musicpipas Arte Lda / format: CD / Portugal – Fado 

Considered one of the best singers of Portuguese music, with a warm and passionate voice, she has 
contributed to the revival of Fado, imposing soon as one of the most acclaimed performers of the genre. Her 
extraordinary quality of interpretation, vibrant and authentic, with intense shades, led her to perform on 
stages all over the world, a true representative of a timeless song. This record means the beginning of a new 
path, a path different from all the ones Margarida Guerreiro has gone through before. She made a careful 
selection of poets and their poems. According to her, these poems gained an extraordinary brilliance with the 
compositions of Bruno Chaveiro, Custódio Castelo, Prof. José Fontes Rocha and Alfredo Marceneiro. 

             
SSUE feat. Pat Thomas: Bambaya Fire 
SUGH 23301 / € 9,45 / 0712221497308 / label: Scratch Universal / format: CD / Ghana – Popular 

Ghanaian singer and songwriter SSUE, born Serwah Susan Amoakohene, is obviously one of the most 
gifted Ghanaian musical revelations. She is inspired by the joy of creation and sings with real feeling and a 
wonderful touch. Born to Ghanaian parents in the United States, she moved to Ghana when she was four. 
SSUE performs her own songs which she infuses the percussive African rhythm with the raunchy RnB, Soul 
to sultry Nu Soul-Jazz which she powers with the ease of a strong voice. Legendary Highlife musician Pat 
Thomas is featured on the track 'Bome Nkomode'. Her musical cosmos is expansive and surely accounts for 
her neat appropriation of the Bambaya rhythm from the Northern Region of Ghana. Listen to a track. 

             
Las Lloronas: Soaked (release November 7

th
, 2020) 

MZP 13 / € 11,95 / 5425015559155 / label: Muziekpublique / format: CD / Belgium – Songwriter 

Las Lloronas is a Brussels-based trio that merges acoustic music with slam poetry. Three voices assert their 
intimate lyrics, they soak in harmonies and melancholic melodies. They share a moment of powerful 
vulnerability, on the verge of lament, daydream and battle cry. The trio has always been inspired by a quality 
often present in folk music. Their first album combines the flesh, the seeds, the skin, lyrics and melodies that 
poured out of their inner landscapes, the strange, fierce, and soft corners of them. It is the fruit of more than 
a year of creation, soaking in fears, in sorrows and joys, speaking out their minds, taking a stance and 
taking space, being bold, powerful and vulnerable. Listen. 

             
Manez: Eta Kobreak 
MANEZ 201803 / € 10,45 / 3701221000004 / label: Kalapita / format / Basque – Folk 

Manez is the artistic name of Thierry Biscary. After having sung in many bands (Bolbora, Hegalka, Kokin, 
Kalakan...), Thierry presents us a repertoire of personal songs. It is an intimate testimony where he tells us 
about his family, neighbours, friends and the slices of life he has been told or even bequeathed to him. He 
has asked poets to put these fables and other tales into words. Thus, Jon Maia, Uxue Alberdi, Xabier 
Euzkitze, Aurelia Arkotxa and Itxaro Borda have helped him bring to life a series of singular characters. It 
became an emotional, poetic, real and fantasy Basque Country. The brass players (kobreak) are all singers. 
They form a choir that is similar to the informal groups of singers that the Basque Country is full of. Listen. 

             
Choro De Rua: Santo Balsamo 
VM 3031 / € 9,95 / 8392347030317 / label: Visage Music / format: CD / Italy – Choro 

Choro de Rua started a research work on contemporary Choro that leaded to the production of the album 
'Santo Balsamo'. Among the composers present in this record work are some musicians and extraordinary 
interpreters of the current Brazilian music scene including Hamilton de Holanda and Andre Mehmari. 'Santo 
Balsamo', 7 years after the duo's first album, highlights the musical maturity of the project, the further 
harmony achieved and the evolution of the duo in stylistic terms, keeping the right compromise between 
tradition and modernity intact. The album features two very welcome special guests: the clarinetist Gabriele 
Mirabassi, a great and historic interpreter of Brazilian music in Italy and around the world, and the pianist 
Elizabeth Fadel, a young, talented and eclectic musician. Listen to a track. 

             
Fratelli Mancuse: Manzama 
SQLCD 141 / € 10,95 / 9788885571419 / label: Squilibri / format: CD / Italy – Folk 

Composers and multi-instrumentalists animated by a poetic and musical vein of absolute originality, the 
Mancuso Brothers sing stories interwoven with ancient idioms and sounds that, in the whirlwinds of a 
continuous affabulation, return incessantly to their native land, Sicily, where thanks to their art seemingly 
irreconcilable worlds merge. More than ten years after the last album of unreleased works, Manzamà is the 
culmination of a creativity out of the ordinary and makes use of the precious contribution of other artists and 
composers, including Franco Battiato and Aldo Giordano (who curated the arrangements), Marco Betta, 
German Diaz, Ferruccio Spinetti and Giovanni Sollima. Teaser. 

             
Nevesta’s Voice: Mother Tongues 
GO 1220 / € 11,50 / 5705934003930 / label: Go’Danish / format: CD / Denmark – Folk 

The vocal group Nevesta's Voice collects, interprets and performs European folk songs creating a musical 
melting pot of languages, cultures and stories. The songs provide insight into the many facets of motherhood 
across time and borders, whilst set in a modern musical context. As long as there have been people, there 
have been songs. Although the people have long since passed away, they have all left a story and a unique 
opportunity for an insight into their joys, tragedies, love and humor across time and distances. With its depth, 
power and heartbreaking beauty, the Bulgarian singing tradition has brought Nevesta's Voice together, and 
now on a journey towards the Arab, Persian, Middle Eastern and Nordic sound universe. They convey folk 
songs in a minimalist and honest way, as they have always been sung - only the voices and stories. 

https://youtu.be/RmXevawl_cs
https://youtu.be/jk8Cq-8NYF4
https://youtu.be/qx_llqJ5fZE
https://youtu.be/_dy_8ajwIPI
https://youtu.be/siymdfD6cOY
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Juhani Valkama: Kotiin 
ECD 2020117 / € 9,95 / 1954971531690 / label: Eclipse Music / format: CD / Finland – Popular 

Juhani Valkama is a Tampere, Finland, based singer-songwriter, musician and uncompromising artist. 
Valkama’s melodic music respects the lyricist tradition, takes material from different genres of music, and 
appeals to the listener on many levels. The songs feature traditional pop-rock and vocalism and include 
echoes of jazz, percussion, folk and chanson. Juhani Valkama has gathered a band around him with the 
following musicians: on guitar Tapio Ylinen, on bass Joonas Keskinen and drummer Wizard Simo Haapala. 
Plus Elina Valkama with her wonderful vocals and saxophone playing. Juhani Valkama sings and plays 
piano and guitar. Listen to a track. 

             
R. Carlos Nakai: Nocturne 
CYN 7101 / € 10,95 / 0729337710122 / label: Canyon Records / format: CD / USA – Native American 

‘Nocturne’ is R. Carlos Nakai's first album of solo Native American flute music since 2008 (Talisman CR-
7084). An 11-time Grammy nominee, Nakai (Navajo-Ute) has sold over 4.5 million albums in his 35-year 
exploration of the expressiveness of the traditional flute. Continuing his lifelong service of providing peace 
and healing through his art, Nakai created ‘Nocturne’ to be enjoyed on continuous play in an endless 
soundscape of tranquility and reflection. R. Carlos Nakai is the world’s premier performer of the Native 
American flute. Originally trained in classical trumpet and music theory, Nakai was given a traditional cedar 
wood flute as a gift and challenged to see what he could do with it. Listen. 

 
OUT SOON 

             
Barcelona Gipsy Balkan Orchestra: Nova Era (release November 13

th
, 2020) 

SATKCD 280 / € 11,45 / 8435307611338 / label: Satelite K / format: CD / Spain – Popular 

This is the first album of a truly new era marked by the addition of Margherita Abita, the Sicilian singer who 
has given new strength and unity to the project. In the break in which the band found themselves has 
permited them to experiment with a new creative process which is reflected in this powerful production. They 
have entered a new stage in the journey of their eclectic band. 'Nova Era' (in Esperanto) connects them with 
the past while projecting into the future. This work demonstrates anew how BGKO is able to adapt and 
evolve, combining the individual choices of its members with the current historic world situation. A new era 
begins for BGKO, with renewed energy and great enthusiasm, for which they are fortunate to have the 
freshness and drive of a good friend and singer as the first collaboration in this new adventure. The BGKO 
family feels stronger than ever and eager to share new repertoire and introduce their new singer! Listen. 

             
Maria Rodes: Lilith (release November 13

th
, 2020) 

SATKCD 278 / € 11,45 / 8435307611345 / label: Satelit K / format: CD / Spain – Popular 

What if it turns out that there’s nothing wrong with being a witch and that the evil characters who have 
accompanied us throughout our lives are nothing more than women who have committed the sin of being 
free and independent of male power? Maria Rodés asks this question in Lilith, a musical project that takes its 
name from the female spirit of darkness from Mesopotamian mythology. She pays homage to intelligent, 
curious and creative women who, in Zugarramurdi, Galicia and Catalonia, paid for their non-conformity with a 
bonfire or with cruel punishments. Like a witch looking for her origins, the artist embarks on a journey 
between myth and reality which, thanks to music, connects legends with the realities that gave rise to them. 
Maria embarks on a journey between myth and reality to make nine songs that, like spells, transport us to the 
author's magical universe. Listen to atrack. 

             
Gemma Humet: Matria (release November 13

th
, 2020) 

SATKCD 312 / € 11,45 / 8435307610904 / label: Satelite K / format: CD / Spain – Popular 

At the age of 18, Gemma Humet left a promising career as a classical pianist to dedicate all her energies to 
the study of jazz singing. Throughout her artistic process, Gemma Humet has shown a firm vocation not only 
as an artist but also as a person of social commitment, a fact that is reflected in her last album 'Encara'. This 
second album is without a doubt one of the most important steps in Gemma Humet's career, as the singer is 
committed to exploring sounds that until now had not been present in any of the projects in which she had 
participated. Gemma Humet's new album embraces a new sound of a more electronic nature and offers a 
poetic journey through poets and, above all, contemporary poets and her own lyrics. Listen. 

             
Liraz: Zan (release November 13

th
, 2020) 

GBCD 101 / € 10,45 / 4030433610121 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Israel-Persia – Popular 
GBLP 101 / € 13,45 / 4030433610114 / label: Glitterbeat Records / Format: LP / Israel-Persia – Popular 

Liraz has taken her shimmering electro-pop underground. She’s turned it into something dangerous and even 
more beautiful than before. For her second album, Zan (“Women” in Farsi), the Israeli - Persian singer 
collaborated online with composers and musicians from Iran. Everything had to be secretive to avoid the 
gaze of Tehran’s mullahs and secret police. Zan, Liraz insists, is the second chapter of the story that began 
with Naz. But it’s also one that stands alone. This is underground music in the very best sense, true political 
pop with names withheld for safety. Clandestine collaborations that started in the shadows but burst out of 
the speakers in a mix of traditional Persian instruments  alongside club beats and call-to-action melodies. Listen to a track. 

 
 
 

https://youtu.be/qjWSBrhVC64
https://youtu.be/YWt3Bz6zLtk
https://youtu.be/qWF7jVDJILI
https://youtu.be/xNcF1a_I_20
https://youtu.be/0RnMsOae3_0
https://youtu.be/mKFJuqspdbw
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Mukdad – Rothenberg – Lankow: In The Wake Of Memories (release November 27th, 2020) 
CLECD 34 / € 9,95 / 0711574908929 / label: Clermont Music / format: CD / Various – Fusion 
CLELP 34 / € 17,45 / 0711574908912 / label: Clermont Music / format: LP / Various – Fusion 

Mukdad Rothenberg Lankow translates years of experience into music that unfolds in a sense of hope. First 
meeting at David Rothenberg's "Nightingales in Berlin" project, the three musicians recorded this improvised 
fusion of experiences with oud, clarinet and percussion. Each musician, a master of his instrument, 
seamlessly interweaves phrases and nuance each expressing pain and joy, expectation and relief. Wassim 
Mukdad is a refugee from Syria who escaped torture first to Istanbul now in Berlin. Volker Lankow worked 
with Medecins sans Frontiere in crisis torn zones and now with mentally ill criminals. Rothenberg, an author 
and philosopher, brings an exploration of the idea of sound to this trio. This is an album of music from an 
entire region of the world, crossing cultural barriers and tribal sides. Listen. 

             
Adhelm: Yasam Rose (release November 27th, 2020) 
GBCD 102 / € 10,45 / 4030433610220 / label: tak:til – Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / England – Fusion 

Adhelm is the moniker of London-based artist, composer and music producer, Beni Giles. He has produced 
records for artists such as Lianne La Havas and Oscar Jerome and his compositions have been performed 
around the world. On completing his postgraduate studies in composition at the Royal Academy of Music, he 
began to explore production as a means to compose which has now become his primary outlet. Fascinated 
by the natural world, much of his work is about nature, and its struggle with man. He can often be found in the 
outdoors collecting field recordings for use in his music. Adhelm’s compositions investigate the spaces where 
insistent nature and bleak urbanity meet. The result is a compelling admixture of resonant percussion, 
processed field recordings and spectral electronics. His adventurous compositional processes and 
experiments echo musique concrète, Cageian indeterminacy and the deep listening ethos of Pauline 
Oliveros. Listen to a track. 

Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Yuliesky Gonzales: Skin In The Game                     YGCV 2020 
2. Carla Pires: Cartografado             OCA 41 
3. Don Cherry: Organic Music                CAP 21827 / CAP 21828 
4. Maria Kalaniemi & Eero Grundström: Mielo                AKEROCD 21 
5. David Linx: Skin In The Game             CR 297 

REVIEWS 
Transglobal World Music Chart                      October 2020 
Ammar 808: Global Control-Invisible Invasion GBCD 100/GBLP 100 
Mahsa Vahdat: Enlighten The Night              FXCD 469 
Khusugtun: Jangar          BUDA 860360 
Mehmet PolatL The Promise      MP 39 
Shiran: Glsah Sanaanea With Shiran              BTRLP 37 
BraAgas: Bestiale                  2664537 
Danyel Waro: Tinn Tout         BUDA 860358 
World Music Charts Europe                       October 2020 
Mahsa Vahdat: Enlighten The Night              FXCD 469 
Ammar 808: Global Control-Invisible Invasion GBCD 100/GBLP 100 
Maria Kalaniemi & Eero Grundström: Mielo       AKEROCD 21 
Carla Pires: Cartografado                   OCA 41 
Muziek Mozaïek Folk & Jazz         #3 September-November 2020 
Lamia Bedioui & Solis Barki: Fin’amor        CD 2 
Jazzism                             #5 November-December 2020 
Band Of Heysek: Juke My Joint                 2664535 
Ines Graca: Origem          FAC 2868716 
Lokhi Terra: Cubangla                   FWLP 7 
Espanje                               #4 October-December 2020 
Los Banis: Entre Dos          SATKCD 251 
Julie & Andreas: With The Sky In Our Hands       PSYACD 2001 
Alejandro Serrano: Hay Alguien Ahi?        YOUKALI 175 
Las Bajas Passiones: : Bichx Rarx                   KM 220 

Gonzo Circus                                          #158 2020 
Zea + Oscar Jan Hoogland: Summing             MRCD 29 / MRLP 29 
Gonzo Circus                                          #159 2020 
Ammar 808: Global Control-Invisible Invasion GBCD 100/GBLP 100 
Krononaut: Krononaut             GBCD 97 / GBLP 96 
Lust for Life                                             #104 2020 
Ammar 808: Global Control-Invisible Invasion GBCD 100/GBLP 100 
Heaven                                                   #6 2020 
Dan Ar Braz: Dan Ar Dans      DAB 6 
Krononaut: Krononaut             GBCD 97 / GBLP 96 
Aurora Clara: Transformation         YOUKALI 177 
Sara Marini: Torrendeadomo – Ritornoacasa               RMR 237 
Ammar 808: Global Control-Invisible Invasion GBCD 100/GBLP 100 
Yilian Canizares: Erzulie            Y 3 
Makja: Ne Retourne Pas       MKJ 5 
Cesare Pastanella & Afrodiaspora: The Round Trip       AFPCD 205 
Trio Bacana: Transatlantiker       KR 11 
Jean-Charles Guichen: Braz Live         CDJCG 2020 
Kristine Heeboll: Pernambuk                   GO 620 
Desiree Saarela & Maria Kalaniemi: MoD      DS 6 
Bragr: Live At Engelsholm Castle                 GO 120 
Julie & Andreas: With The Sky In Our Hands       PSYACD 2001 
Ivan Francesco Ballerini: Cavallo Pazzo              RMR 467

  

CONCERTS 
(Check the venues website for updates) 

Bassekou Kouyate (Outhere Records/Glitterbeat Records) 
07/06/2021: Concertgebouw, Amsterdam (NL) 
Chicos Y Mendez & Flavia Coelho (own label) 
31/01/2021: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
Harouna Samake (One World Records) 
27/11/2020: Podium Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
29/11/2020: Kaap - Vrijstaat O., Oostende (B) 
30/11/2020: Paradiso- Tolhuistuin, Amsterdam (NL) 

 
Lina_Raül Refree (Glitterbeat Records) 
29/03/2021: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
Samba Toure (Glitterbeat Records) 
04/03/2021: Paradiso, Amsterdam (NL) 
05/03/2021: Podium Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
Zea + Oscar Jan Hoogland (Makkum Records) 
12/12/2020: Extrapool, Nijmegen (NL)

 
 

Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 

https://youtu.be/CFBHbYQ_V0U
https://youtu.be/vjUf0vrUFkw
mailto:central.distribution@musicwords.nl

